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PROPOSAL

As culture and generation change, metrics to attract 'money' and
increase capitals also invariably appear and vanish. Nowadays, the
concept of capitalism has transformed from 'money' to 'wealth':
something that the public is eagerly chasing after.
Our society defines 'capitalist' as a person who has attained a
tremendous amount of wealth. As a result, many people pay attention to
utilize their extra resources and create additional values rather than
feeling satisfied with maintaining their current job.
In the 21st century, there are various ways to actualize in accumulating
one's wealth. For example, people attain a second or side job or invest
their funds to increase their assets values rather than simply saving
their paychecks.
The ideology of capitalism focuses its importance on expanding the
wealth of the middle class. Traditionally, people gather their wealth
mainly through savings of their job. However, in the 21st century,
conventional methodology appears to be ineffective. Many financial
analysts and experts argue that people need to search for other
opportunities to maintain and increase their financial stability.
The phenomenon resembles how the news media regards factuality as
its top priority and filters out and dismiss the fake news. People in
modern society struggle to enhance their wealth due to the high cost of
maintaining their living quality; yet, their salary has barely increased for
their savings. As news media develops a new method to determines the
factuality of information, people need to develop a new tactic to increase
their wealth.
The same notion applies to manage family finances, launch capital on
start-ups, and hold fundraising events for minorities. Similar aspects
present on wealth distribution. Financial activities like organizing
surplus funds, distributing funds of entrepreneurs and corporations
need supports from financial institutions to successfully manage their
finances or raise funds.

'Crowd Funding' has appeared to intervene in all the problems to
increase the liquidity of funds. The suggested resolution functions as a
new financial channel to solve matters that existing finances and
entrepreneurs couldn't solve, perceived as an "uprising alternative
finances."
'Crowd Funding' is the practice of funding a project by raising small
amounts of money from a large number of people. It is attractive for not
yet renowned start-ups or artists to introduce themselves online and
build relationships and promote a sense of assimilation, conformity, and
support with the public.
The fundraising method has spawned numerous successful cases,
especially attracting its attention in the EU and the United States. In
1997, an England rock band named 'Marillion' successfully raised
$60,000 online for offshore tours in the United States.
An online crowdfunding platform 'Artist Share' first appeared in 2001
and created an online funding platform. The company supported the
debut of an unknown singer named Maria Schneider; she later won a
Grammy in 2005.
Another auspicious crowdfunding company is 'KIVA': an online
crowdfunding platform that offers small loans for minorities. KIVA's
scale of loan services reaches .4 million dollars with a 98.9%
amortization rate. Followed by the success, a company named 'Prosper'
first appeared in 2006 offered small loan services for start-ups to
smoothly launch their business.
Similarly, an American company 'Lending Club' provides loan brokerage
services between individuals on Facebook; the company provided the
amount of 353 billion dollars in loans in 2013, overtook the amount of
Prosper, which provided the amount 255 billion dollars in loans.
In 2008, another crowdfunding company named 'Indiegogo' raised funds
for movie production, and in 2009 Kickstarter was found, letting the
public be aware of crowdfunding as a new source of fundraising. The
concept of 'pre-order' for upcoming products has settled as Kickstarter's
business model. Kickstarter has left numerous successful business
cases, discovering the first pizza museum worldwide, launching a
smartwatch ahead of Samsung and Apple and 3D printer.
To be honest, booms of blockchain projects and cryptocurrency from
late 2010 largely derives from crowdfunding, including but not limited to
its infrastructure and fundraising method. Most crypto fundraising
methods, including ICO, IEO, Soft cap, Hard cap, are all based on
crowdfunding.

However, the sudden downfall of the crypto market value in 2019 has
greatly diminished the potentials of both the blockchain projects and
cryptocurrency. To counterattack, all the blockchain projects rearrange
their business model to dismiss all frauds and scams. For now, it seems
the only possible intervention for blockchain projects to get approval
from governmental regulation is crowdfunding.
'I Cloud Funding' ("ICF") has appeared to resolve the same matter. What
differentiates is its approach of crowdfunding with a combination of
blockchain projects and cryptocurrency.
Instead of demanding the public to 'pre-order' by presenting its future
investment value, ICF approaches everything from the publics' point of
view. It comes up with numerous business strategies to successfully
raise its investment profits in a short-term period, one of the significant
considerations for potential clients. By launching a business model
discovered with long-term, intricate business planning will eventually
benefit investors to get investment profits in a short period, remove
uncertainties in investment loss, and keep a steady rate of investments.
Finally, ICF suggests another resolution to increase clients' trust in the
blockchain project and creates practices to secure its investors. Of
course, ICF is carefully designed to provide an opportunity for the public
to reserve and accumulate their wealth. To achieve the goal, our project
suggests the issuance of crypto "ICF" (I Cloud Funding) and develops the
crypto's service platform for investors.

1. ICF PLATFORM
ICF platform will continuously promote and provide supports for
potentially successful blockchain projects and cryptos, utility
tokens ("UT"), with constant suggestions of new directions to
attract investors and funds.
ICF platform primarily focuses its business model on promoting
investments, investment amortization, and launch of blockchain
projects, which minimize the gaps between the clients' investment
and the fundraising services. The platform takes a similar profit
distribution model as 'Airdrop'; it provides rewards for the
participants in creating an ecosystem of a blockchain project.

2. ICF COIN ECOSYSTEM
ICF ecosystem focuses on attracting more investors of blockchain
and crypto projects by utilizing its platform.
When a user adopts ICF platform, it does not only reward his
investment but also reward other project investors and its
operating institution. In other words, the participants of ICF
ecosystem can either be the blockchain project operator or
investor, but as soon as they join the ICF platform, they are
indirectly become the participants of crowdfunding.

3. UTILIZATION OF ICF COIN
Blockchain Project
When there is a crowdfunding event through ICF platform, the
operating institution or operating company can pay gas or fees in
ICF coin. Such a method is suggested to minimize the financial
pressure deriving from funds collecting

Project Investor
Project investors can pay its platform fee partially in ICF when
claiming rewards or profits as investment profits under a specific
investment project.

Crowdfunding
Both project investors and operating institutions can utilize ICF
coin as a source of crowdfunding source. In general, they can
adopt major cryptos, Ethereum(ETH), Bitcoin(BTC), and
Tether(USDT), or use ICF coin along with its platform as a source
of funds.

Value of ICF Coin
ICF platform can share most of its service fees with project
investors, project operators, and coin holders. Also, depending on
the investment size and the crypto holding or staking amount, the
project operating institutions can conduct Airdrop on ICF coin
holders.
By doing so, the platform will create a positive loop of promoting a
blockchain/crypto project and re-investments via Airdrop and
gradually reduce the uncertainty of both short and long-term
investments.
Consequently, purchasing specific crypto of a blockchain project
will boost up the fundraising effect and function as a key to
reserve the short-term achievements through the ICF platform's
option of Airdrop.

4. COIN INFORMATION

NAME

I Cloud Funding COIN

SYMBOL

ICF

DECIMAL

TOTAL ISSUE

33,300,000,000

TYPE

ERC-20

CONTRACT ADDRESS

ISSUE DATE

2021. JAN

SALE

Immediately

1 ICF = Starts at 0.09 USDT

Coin Introduction

ICF aims to reflect real-world currency value in

the service industry associated with the blockchain. In fact, ecosystem
configurations are being realized one by one, and they have a variety of
scalability in the blockchain sector. It can continue to receive new forms
of compensation, and investors have a block-based ICF technology
company through partnerships with the chain to improve marketing
activities.

* ICF COINs are not sold on the premise of ICO and IEO.

5. ROADMAP
12 months

6 months

2021. 1Q
TOKEN ISSUE
& ICF Platform

2021. 2Q
First Funding

2022. 2Q
100th Funding

2021 1Q
Launch I Cloud Funding(ICF) Coin

2021 January
List on TenNTen Exchange and TenNTen World Exchange

2021 1Q
Open I Cloud Funding Platform

2021 2Q
Start the first funding through ICF platform

2021 4Q
Aim to raise 50 cryptocurrency funding projects through ICF platform

2022 1Q
Celebrate 1st anniversary of ICF

2022 2Q
Aim to raise 100 cryptocurrency funding projects through ICF platform

LEGAL NOTICE
Compliance
The Softworld LLC is a registered company in SAINT VINCENT and
GRENADINES and abides by the laws of SAINT VINCENT and
GRENADINE's financial services organization by adhering to certain
laws of the cryptocurrency sector. Our customers should be fully
aware of these guidelines and other relevant regulations.
Fiduciary Compliance
We may be executed by a trust service company designated by us in
connection with Cryptocurrency.
Policy Compliance
We adhere to the policies of central banks, financial services
institutions, and relevant laws in SAINT VINCENT and GRENADINES
and related countries.
Law and ownership
The SOFTWORLD LLC(I Cloud Funding service company) is a
registered company in SAINT VINCENT and GRENADINES and is
responsible for the issuance, distribution, management, processing,
and other business activities of ICF COIN tokens. SOFTWORLD LLC is
a registered company in SAINT VINCENT and GRENADINES and has
exclusive ownership rights and rights for patent technology and
registration, advertisement, and operation technology, and registration
for ICF COIN use. It is used by a third party and distributed to others
and other related rights.
Jurisdiction risk
SAINT VINCENT and GRENADINES is allowed to trade in encrypted
currency, and we will strive to expand the use of ICF COIN cipher
money and settle the cryptocurrency industry.

Investment risks and guarantees
The information provided in this proposal (or white paper, hereinafter
referred to as the "White Paper") is provided solely for the purpose of
assessing the value of the ICF COIN Cryptography and its associated
value, anyone wishing to purchase an ICF COIN coded currency
should not rely solely on the information in this white paper.
We strongly encourage buyers to conduct their own investigations prior
to investing. No one is authorized to provide or represent information
about the projects and tokens specified herein, and we do not trust or
make any representations about such information or its
representations if any.
This white paper is for private information and in no case may be
interpreted or construed as a 'public offering of securities' under this
document. ICF COIN tokens are provided under the exemption from
registration and disclosure requirements as set forth in applicable law.
This white paper does not constitute an offer to sell or purchase
securities.
Anti Money Laundering Act (AML)
Buyers of ICF COIN must agree to not engage in any form of money
laundering, illegal currency trading, or other limited activity through
the ICF COIN and other related derivatives. Each purchaser must be
aware that ICF COINs and other related derivatives cannot be sold,
exchanged, or disposed of directly or indirectly for the purpose of
money laundering.
Anti-Terror Funding Convention (CFT)
Buyers of ICF COIN must agree not to participate in financing,
exchanges, and support activities for purposes of terrorist financing
through ICF COIN and other related derivatives. Each buyer must be
aware that ICF COIN and other related derivatives cannot be sold,
exchanged, or disposed of directly or indirectly for the purpose of
financing terrorism. You should be aware that you cannot sell,
exchange, or dispose of derivative products directly or indirectly for the
purpose of terrorist financing.
Buyer Restrictions
Due to legal issues, this ICO and White Paper are only available to
citizens of countries other than Mainland China, the United States,
Malaysia, and other areas prohibiting ICO.

Important note
Due to frequent changes to related policies, laws, and regulations,
technology, economics, and other factors, the information provided in
this white paper may not be accurate, may not be reliable or final, and
may change several times. This white paper is for reference purposes
only.
We are not responsible for the accuracy and legitimacy of the
information provided. Anyone wishing to make a purchase should not
rely solely on the information in this white paper. We encourage buyers
to conduct their own investigations prior to investing.
Essentially, this white paper is a business proposal or business
promotional document, and in no case is it legally binding. The
information in this white paper is for your reference only, and the
token purchaser should take additional caution.
Language
This document supports various languages. In the event of a dispute,
we will resolve the case based on the English version. For a more
accurate interpretation of this document, please refer to the English
version.
Security
This white paper is confidential and has been created solely for the
purpose of being communicated and reviewed by future buyer of the
token. Without our prior written consent, it is strictly forbidden to
transmit this White Paper to anyone other than the intended recipient,
to seek advice from persons not authorized in connection with this
White Paper, and to disclose, copy or cite the contents of this White
Paper .
A copy of this white paper is personally attributable solely to the
recipient of the document and does not induce other persons or the
general public to purchase securities or otherwise acquire securities.
Speculative project
The ICF COIN tokens and related proposals in this paper are very
speculative due to the nature of the business and relatively early
development stages. Buyers must be able to understand the
underlying risks. Purchasing a token is only suitable for buyers who
are able to take the risks inherent in the project business.

There are many other risk factors to consider for those who want to
buy ICF COIN tokens. Buyers should consult their advisors or
assistants to discuss income tax, legal and other matters.
Contacts and reference sites
www.icloudfunding.com

